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	This volume broadens the scope of 'comparative capitalism' within the Varieties of Capitalism (VoC) tradition. It endorses the employment of multiple perspectives, including critical political economy, institutionalist systems of capitalism, structuralist-dependency scholarship and world-systems theory. The contributors deal with the theory of economic patriotism in a conceptual framework, as well as case studies regarding rent-seeking behaviour, the patronage state in Hungary and Poland, the conflict between national regulation and the European legal framework and the perspective of wage relations in the European institutional framework. The book concludes with the legacy of developmentalism and dirigisme in a core-periphery relation, based on the French state and a range of non-European cases including Iran, Brazil and Egypt. 
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Testing Embedded SoftwareAddison Wesley, 2002
The embedded systems world is a fast growing industry. It is a world which is historically
dominated by engineers and technicians who excel in their own
technical specialism. Historically, the technicians who built the products were
also those who performed the testing because they understood best how things
were supposed to...
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Kompendium digitale Fotografie: Von der Theorie zur erfolgreichen Fotopraxis (X.media.press) (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	Viele Anwender moderner digitaler Spiegelreflex- oder Kompaktkameras sind mit den erreichten Ergebnissen unzufrieden. Das Buch hilft dabei, die gewünschten Effekte zu erzielen. Hierfür werden ausgehend von den notwendigen theoretischen Grundlagen Ratschläge für praktische immer wiederkehrende Aufgaben und Themen wie...
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Currency Trading For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2007
Features forex market guidelines and sample trading plans
    The fun and easy way® to get started in currency trading    

    Want to capitalize on the growing forex market? This nuts-and-bolts guide gives you a step-by-step action plan for understanding and trading the forex market. It offers...
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Web Publishing with Acrobat/PDFSpringer, 1998
Although the World Wide Web is enjoying enormous growth rates, many Web publishers have discovered that HTML is not up to the requirements of modern corporate communication. For them, Adobe Acrobat offers a wealth of design possibilities. The close integration of Acrobat in the World Wide Web unites the structural advantages of HTML with the...
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ActionScript for Multiplayer Games and Virtual WorldsNew Riders Publishing, 2009

	The demand for multiplayer games and virtual worlds has exploded over the last few years. Not only do companies want them for site stickiness through social networking, but developers have tremendous interest in exploring this niche area. While developing multiplayer content is challenging, it isn’t as difficult as you might think, and...
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Pharmacy InformaticsCRC Press, 2009

	Applies the Principles of Informatics to the Pharmacy Profession

	Emphasizes Evidence-Based Practice and Quality Improvement Approaches


	Leading the way in the integration of information technology with healthcare, Pharmacy Informatics reflects some of the rapid changes that have developed in...
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